. Structure and diffusion in aluminium and gallium trihalide melts from simulations based on intramolecular force laws. Molecular Physics, Taylor Francis, 2008, 105 (17-18) ions, consistent with dimeric M 2 X 6 molecules being the dominant species. We evaluate the species-resolved pair distribution functions and liquid structure factors in all these melts by carrying out classical molecular-dynamics simulations, based on polarizablehalogen force laws that were determined on isolated molecular monomers and dimers in the gaseous phase. We also report results for mean-square displacements and diffusion coefficients of the two species in each melt. The model reproduces the main features of the total neutron-diffraction structure factors, showing peaks due to intermediate-range order and to charge and density short-range order, and accounts for the experimental data at a good quantitative level. Direct simulation of the pair distribution functions yields agreement with the diffraction data on metal-halogen and halogen-halogen bond lengths in the melt and on the stability of the first-neighbor shell of the metal ions. We examine the temperature dependence of liquid structure in our models for GaBr 3 and AlCl 3 and emphasize the structural role of van der Waals interactions between the halogens.
Diffraction studies of the liquid structure of AlCl 3 , AlBr 3 , GaBr 3 and GaI 3 close to their respective freezing points have revealed fourfold coordination of the trivalent metal ions, consistent with dimeric M 2 X 6 molecules being the dominant species. We evaluate the species-resolved pair distribution functions and liquid structure factors in all these melts by carrying out classical molecular-dynamics simulations, based on polarizablehalogen force laws that were determined on isolated molecular monomers and dimers in the gaseous phase. We also report results for mean-square displacements and diffusion coefficients of the two species in each melt. The model reproduces the main features of the total neutron-diffraction structure factors, showing peaks due to intermediate-range order and to charge and density short-range order, and accounts for the experimental data at a good quantitative level. Direct simulation of the pair distribution functions yields agreement with the diffraction data on metal-halogen and halogen-halogen bond lengths in the melt and on the stability of the first-neighbor shell of the metal ions. We examine the temperature dependence of liquid structure in our models for GaBr 3 and 
Introduction
Trivalent-metal halide salts present an interesting variety of melting mechanisms, which results from a competition between (i) network formation in a cation-dominated Coulomb-ordered liquid and (ii) stabilization of molecular-type liquid structures with strong intermolecular correlations [1] . The crystal structures of the salts of present interest are commonly characterized as slightly distorted close-packed (cubic or hexagonal) arrangements of the halogens, within which the metal ions can occupy alternate layers of either octahedral or tetrahedral sites [2] . Tetrahedrally coordinated crystal structures as realized in AlBr 3 and GaBr 3 can alternatively be described as formed from ordered arrangements of M 2 X 6 molecular dimers [2] , and these basic structural units have been observed in neutron diffraction experiments to be stable across melting in these two compounds [3] . Sixfold coordination also is usually stable across melting, leading to loose-network structures as in the series of lanthanide-metal halides, but a remarkable exception is presented by AlCl 3 , which from an X-ray diffraction study has been reported to melt from an ionic layer structure into a molecular liquid of Al 2 Cl 6 dimers [4] . Measurements of the total neutron diffraction pattern of molten AlCl 3 [5] have confirmed the fourfold coordination of the metal ions. Finally, GaI 3 crystals have been variously reported as having a layer structure with octahedral coordination or a dimerized molecular structure, but again the Ga 2 I 6 dimers are observed to be the majority species in the melt [3] . These various melting behaviors are signaled
by the values of the thermodynamic melting parameters (melting temperature and melting entropy and volume) and of the ionic conductivity of the melt [6] .
Electron diffraction on the gaseous phase has been used to determine the structure of isolated molecules of trihalide materials [7] . Both trigonal-planar MX 3 monomers and M 2 X 6 dimers are usually met, the latter consisting of two edge-sharing tetrahedra, but GaI 3 has only been found as a monomer [8] . Dimerization in molten GaI 3 could be incomplete, of order 70-80% [3] , as is also indicated by Raman-scattering data [9] .
We present in this work the results of classical molecular-dynamics runs focusing on how well an ionic-interaction law determined from properties of isolated molecular clusters in the gas fares in regard to the observed pair structure from the neutron diffraction experiments on the liquid phase of AlCl 3 , AlBr 3 , GaBr 3 and GaI 3 near freezing [3, 5] . The interionic force law is taken from the work of Akdeniz et al. [6] , who carried out a systematic study of the binding and the vibrational frequencies of monomeric and dimeric units of Al, Fe and Ga chlorides, bromides and iodides. They also considered, in addition to neutral molecular states, ionized states formed by stripping or adding a halogen ion to a molecular unit. Thus the present approach not only allows for ionization processes leading to a finite ionic conductivity in these melts in standard thermodynamic conditions, but will permit extensions to studies of such melts in far-removed thermodynamic states in which large increases in temperature and pressure may induce breakage of dimers and ultimately lead to full ionization. This is in contrast with the common approach to molecular liquids in terms of intermolecular force laws acting between stable molecular units.
Recently, ab-initio molecular dynamics techniques have been applied to numerical simulation of molten AlCl 3 [10, 11] . It is natural to ask whether there is any role left for model interaction studies like the present one. We believe that the answer is positive for at least two reasons. The first is that even a computationally heavy force field like the present polarizable-ion model is two or three orders of magnitude faster than ab-initio calculations for the same system. Well tuned model calculations, although less reliable than ab-initio studies, allow fast and extensive exploration of parameter space. The second reason is that model force fields try to identify a few relevant physical mechanisms as the main cause of the observed behavior. Thus, studying how well approximate models fare is complementary to ab-initio studies in order to understand how ionic interactions control physical properties. Finally, we note that identifying accurate force fields is a prerequisite for exploiting recent numerical simulation techniques combining in a symbiotic way model interactions and ab-initio methods [12, 13] .
The plan of the paper is briefly as follows. The essential aspects of the model are recalled in section 2, which also gives some details on the simulation method using microcanonical molecular dynamics. We emphasize the special difficulties that we meet in following the evolution of a sample of a molecular liquid starting from its component ions, and the sensitivity of this evolution to thermodynamic conditions. Section 3 reports our main results for the pair structure of the melts and compares them with the available diffraction data, while section 4 describes the single-particle ionic motions in these molecular liquids by giving data for mean-square displacements and self-diffusion coefficients. We also illustrate in these two sections the role of the thermodynamic conditions of the sample by reporting pair structure and self-diffusion in our model for GaBr 3 at various temperatures and fixed density, as well as by following the evolution with temperature of the liquid structure and the average cluster distribution in AlCl 3 .
The role of van der Waals interactions between the halogens is also discussed in the latter connection. The paper ends with a summary and some discussion of future perspectives in section 5.
Interionic force law and simulation procedure
The ionic interactions in our model are constructed from Born-Mayer-type pair 
The sum in equation (1) 
in terms of transferable radii R i and stiffness parameters ρ i , and (iii) the van der Waals energy of the halogens. In regard to the latter, we have eliminated the risk of sample collapse from the imbalance between inverse-sixth-power attractions and exponential repulsions in close halogen-halogen collisions by the simple expedient of inserting a continuous saturation factor involving a parameter ξ. The electronic polarization of the Minimization of equation (1) with respect to the halogen dipoles in any given configuration of the ionic positions yields the dipole p h on the h-th halogen as the sum of a classical point-ion term proportional to the local electric field and of a counteracting dipole due to the change in the overlap of the valence electron shell of the halogen with the neighboring metal ions,
Here, E h is the self-consistent electric field on the halogen, α h and α s are its electrical and short-range polarizabilities, and the sum is restricted to run over its first-neighbor metal ions. We have taken the values of the force-law parameters from the analysis of isolated molecular structures given in Ref. [6] . The precise value of the parameter ξ (≈ 0.2-0.3 nm) is largely arbitrary, within a range lying between the metal-halogen and halogen-halogen bond lengths. On inclusion of saturation, the calculated bond lengths in the isolated dimers are then affected by 0.004 nm in the worst case.
With the potential energy of the ionic assembly written as a function of the bond Long runs and ample statistics are generally required in order to follow the evolution of each sample from the assembly of its component ions towards a molecular liquid structure and beyond. The simulation protocol handling these problems is essentially the same for all model liquids. We initialize the sample with the ions on a face-centered cubic lattice at the experimental density inside a cubic box with periodic boundary conditions and optimize the ionic positions by a sequence of 10 4 steepestdescent steps. After melting and equilibrating the sample at 3000 K, we cool it to the temperature of the neutron diffraction experiments and equilibrate it for at least 48 ps.
The statistics is then collected by sampling at least 6000 configurations in a microcanonical run over an interval of at least 48 ps. A time step of 2 fs within Beeman's algorithm ensures excellent conservation of the energy. Longer runs and greater statistics are taken as needed in some cases, and the role of the thermodynamic state of the sample will be illustrated by showing results for the temperature dependence Our explicit aim has been to understand how force-field parameters, tuned on cluster properties, fare in describing bulk liquids, and we can anticipate deviations from the true equation of state. However, it is reassuring to find that the estimated pressure of our simulation samples, at the experimental densities are in the range of a GPa, admittedly high but close to the values reported by Hutchinson et al. [20] for AlCl 3 .
Simulation runs at the experimentally known atmospheric-pressure density are standard practice to ensure that the length scale is correctly fixed for comparisons between simulation and measurement of liquid structure.
The main output of the calculation are the partial pair distribution functions g ij (r) and the partial structure factors S ij (k), with each suffix denoting an ionic species. The former are obtained from counting interionic distances in r-space and the latter are determined by a direct method using the correlations between partial ionic density fluctuations of wave vectors k and -k. Comparisons with the structure factors obtained from the Fourier transform of g ij (r) have been shown for AlCl 3 elsewhere [19] . The selfdiffusion coefficients of the two ionic species are obtained from their mean square displacements through the Einstein relation.
Results for liquid structure
3.1. Total neutron structure factor and partial structure factors Figure 1 reports our results for the neutron-weighted structure factor S(k) of trihalide melts near freezing at the experimental density ρ. Here and in the following we adopt the definitions of Ref. [3] , and in particular S(k) is defined as 
the total number of ions and δρ i (k) the density fluctuation of given wave vector k for each species. In figure 1 we also report the neutron-diffraction data for the two melts [3, 5] . It should be remarked that the values of the Faber-Ziman coefficients in equation (4), as reported in [3, 5] , are such that the neutron-weighted diffraction pattern is quite also is a contribution from density-density correlations to the second peak in S(k). The comparison of our results with the neutron diffraction data shows some discrepancies of detail mainly in the height of some peaks, but the overall agreement is good. This degree of agreement between models and experiments crucially depends on the inclusion of van der Waals interactions, and we take it to be a confirmation of a molecular-like state of short-range structural order. In fact, van der Waals interactions have an important role in determining the shape of the average distribution of ion groups, which in addition to a majority of dimers contains an appreciable fraction of trimers as well as (especially in AlBr 3 and GaI 3 ) an appreciable fraction of recognizably single monomers. We also remark that, as already discussed in Ref. [19] , there is good agreement between our [20] for both the neutron-weighted and the partial structure factors: their simulation samples were considerably larger and their model was to some extent adjusted to data on the melt.
A further point to be emphasized from the results shown in figures 1 and 2 is the great structural similarity of the AlCl 3 melt with the AlBr 3 and GaBr 3 melts. It is rather well established for the two latter systems that they possess a molecular-type structure based on M 2 X 6 dimers both in the crystalline phase and in the melt. Our results thus provide further evidence that the AlCl 3 melt near freezing also possesses such dimerbased structure.
Radial distribution functions
The full lines in figure 3 show our results for the neutron- The local liquid-state order revealed by the neutron-weighted pdf in figure 3 shows three distinctive features in all melts: (i) a first-neighbor peak, which is associated with the M-X T bond length in a dimer (with X T = terminal halogen) and lies at a position in very close agreement between simulation models and neutron diffraction experiments; (ii) a second main peak, which is mainly associated with the X T -X T bond length in the dimer and with inter-dimer X T -X T correlations, and closely agrees in location with the neutron diffraction data; and (iii) a deep trough between these two peaks, where the low probability of finding ions indicates that the exchange of ions between the first-neighbor shell and the rest of the liquid is very low, as is the case for a stable molecular-type first-neighbor coordination. A fourth feature in the G(r) of the simulation models is the small peak or shoulder on the right side of the first main peak, which is associated with the M-X B bond length in the dimer (with X B = bonding halogen). In this region the neutron-diffraction data show only skewness in the firstneighbor peak. The data of Saboungi et al. for the heavy-halogen melts [3] show, however, a small bump in G(r) further out, where no feature is visible in the simulation models.
The above statements are quantified by reporting in Table 1 the main nearneighbor bond lengths in liquid MX 3 from the simulation models and from the neutron and X-ray diffraction experiments on the melts, in comparison with those measured for the isolated molecular dimer by electron diffraction on the gas [7, 21] . The SML bond lengths have been read from the partial pdf's obtained in the simulations, while the NDL bond lengths in the heavier halides have been reported by Saboungi et al. [3] as the results of a fit of their data by mans of the Reference Interaction Site Model (RISM) It is also evident from figure 3 that the sharpness of the first pair-correlation peaks is overemphasized in the simulation models. It should be stressed again at this point that the model evaluates the partial radial distribution functions by direct counting of bond lengths, whereas the experiments obtain G(r) by Fourier inversion of the neutronweighted total structure factor. Quantitative faults may arise in the simulation model from various defects in the adjustment of its parameters to molecular data [6] , On the other hand, we should also remark that the resolution of structures in G(r)
from Fourier inversion of S(k) is affected by truncation of the data in momentum space.
To examine this question we have evaluated G(r) by Fourier inversion of S(k) as
obtained in the simulation model from the correlations of density fluctuations, after windowing the momentum-space correlations with a factor exp[−q 2 /(2σ 2 )]. The dashed lines in figure 3 show the result for the case σ = 150 nm -1 . The dependence of the result on the value of σ has been reported elsewhere [22] , as an illustration of the challenge posed to neutron diffraction experiments on molecular liquids by the quantitative determination of sharp local structures in r-space. A detailed analysis of the distributions of angles subtended by ion triplets in molecular liquids has also been given in Ref. [22] . As we shall see in section 4 below, there is some indication from our simulation data on ionic diffusion that especially in GaBr 3 the model parameters that we have adopted for the melt at the experimental temperature and density may be more appropriate to describe a supercooled liquid state.
We have carried out simulations on this model of GaBr 3 at higher temperatures and at the same density. Figure 6 shows a comparison between results for S(k) and G(r)
at 413 K and 1000 K. The raise of temperature leaves the main features of these functions substantially unchanged, with some improvements in comparison with the experimental data. The effect of temperature on the ionic motions in GaBr 3 will be illustrated later below.
Temperature dependence of liquid structure in the model for AlCl 3
The simulation results in figure 7 illustrate instead the effect of a temperature increase on the structure of our model for AlCl 3 , as an example of the consequences to be expected from a change of thermodynamic state on a liquid which, in contrast to the GaBr 3 model, appears to be well equilibrated near experimental freezing. In these runs we have allowed for thermal expansion by adopting the expression for the temperaturedependent density of the liquid reported by Janz [23] , extrapolating it from its reported range of validity (462 K < T < 569 K) up to 673 K in order to follow the evolution of the average cluster distribution as a function of temperature. This choice implies that the density of the model is almost halved on raising the temperature from 473 K to 673 K.
The simulation results for the neutron-weighted structure factor in the top panel in figure 7 show that the main consequences of this temperature raise are located in the low-momentum region: the sample appears to be approaching the critical region of the show a transition from a mixture of dimers and monomers at the sublimation point to a purely monomeric gas at 900 C [24] ; and (ii) electron diffraction yields 29% dimers at 400 C [25] . Table 2 . Of course, it would be wholly inappropriate to estimate from these data the ionic conductivity in such mainly molecular liquids by means of the NernstEinstein relation, since diffusion is mostly associated with translational and rotational motions of neutral molecular units whereas ionic conduction requires ionization processes and hopping motions of halogen ions [26] .
Single-particle motions and self-diffusion coefficients
It is evident that in the present model the self-diffusion of both species in GaBr 3 ,
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Summary and future perspectives
In summary, we have presented results from molecular dynamics simulation of the structure and the diffusive motions in models for group-IIIA halide melts, in comparison with data on liquid structure from neutron and X-ray scattering experiments.
The simulation model has used force laws that were determined from properties of molecular monomers and dimers of these compounds in the gaseous phase, as described in terms of the interactions between the individual component ions. Of crucial importance is the inclusion of the electron-shell polarization of the halogen ions, which allows the model to emulate the formation of quantum chemical bonds. Our results show that one can get quite a reasonable description for structure and transport in the liquid phase of even complex ionic materials near freezing by means of a model whose parameters are determined from data on the gaseous phase. Improvements may be sought with the help of liquid-state data, the best candidate in this respect being the width of the first-neighbor shell that is expected to be very sensitive to the introduction of deviations from the nominal ionic valences.
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